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The Spanish Civil War, which lasted from July 1936 to April 1939, was a tumultuous
time in Spain, with the bedlam in the air matching the military and political action on the ground
and in the international arena.  Numerous “broadcasting amateurs” and other clandestine stations
were in operation.  The main government (“Loyalist,” or “Republican”) station was EAQ, the
commercial radiotelephone station that had operated under the name Transradio Española since
pre-war days.  In 1932 it had begun a foreign broadcasting service known as Radiodifusion Ibero-
Americana.  After the war it would be absorbed into Radio Nacional de España, the broadcasting
network of the victorious insurgents (“Nationalists”).
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EAQ’s foreign broadcast transmissions were
mainly in Spanish, intended for listeners in Europe,
the Americas and various outland territories of
Spain.  But it carried some English as well.  Soon
after broadcasting had begun, the program lineup
included an English-language show produced by the
International Broadcasting Company, Ltd., a private
endeavor whose goal was to leaven England’s rather
ponderous, government-controlled broadcasting fare
by producing lighter, commercially-sponsored pro-
gramming and causing it to be transmitted to English
listeners from powerful stations in continental
Europe.  Most of these stations operated on medium-
wave or longwave, but EAQ gave the IBC a pres-
ence on shortwave as well.  It was the only short-
wave station in the IBC lineup, although the EAQ broadcasts comprised but a tiny part of the
overall IBC output.1

The IBC program on EAQ was aired for a half
hour nightly in 1933, four nights a week in 1934, and
Sunday night only from 1935 to 1937.   It was broadcast
at an odd hour to maximize listenership–midnight GMT. 
Although the frequency used for the IBC programs was
often given as “30 meters, 10,000 kc.,” this was probably
an imprecise truncation of the standard EAQ frequency,
30.43 meters, or 9860 kc., the EAQ foreign service wave-
length shown in “Radio EAQ” and often reported.  Click
here to listen to an IBC closedown announcement.2 
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Before the civil war, EAQ
published a monthly, 40-page
program guide, “Radio EAQ,”
containing articles on Spanish
culture, artists and broad-
casting personalities, technical
issues, EAQ programs, other
shortwave stations, etc.  The
shortwave program lineup for
each day of the month was

given (as was a list
of the names and
addresses of lis-
teners who had
written to the sta-
tion, together with
excerpts from
some of their let-
ters).  “Radio
EAQ” was mostly
in Spanish, with an
occasional article
in English.

But the IBC pro-
grams were not the
only English pro-
grams on EAQ.  At
midnight GMT for
Tuesday, Thurs-
day and Saturday,
“Radio EAQ”
listed a “Programa
especial para los
radioyentes de
habla inglesa,” or
“Special program
for English-speak-
ing listeners.”  It

was followed by closedown at
0030.  There are no particulars

shown, and whether the program consisted of listener letters, DX tips or other content is not
known.  But on at least some occasions the program was apparently dedicated to, or arranged by,
the London chapter of the International Short Wave Club, then headquartered in East Liverpool,
Ohio.  
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The ISWC was founded
in 1929, at least partly in re-
sponse to the decline in short-
wave coverage in one source of
shortwave news, the Gernsback
magazine Radio News.  The
ISCW became the first major
American listener club devoted
exclusively to shortwave (the
first regular shortwave broad-
casts, over KDKA, had begun
only six years before).  The
ISWC published a monthly
bulletin called International
Short Wave Radio.

By the mid-1930s, the ISWC had chapters in a number of places in the United States,
including New York and New Jersey.  There were chapters in England as well, specifically in
London, Manchester, Exeter, Leicester and London.  No chapter was more active than London,
which met every Friday.  

One of the London group’s activities was the arranging of special broadcasts over various
shortwave stations, and this included EAQ.  Below are the announcements published in connec-
tion with two of these broadcasts over EAQ:  a May 25, 1935 broadcast (noted in the April ISWC
bulletin), and one almost a year later, on April 25, 1936 (April bulletin). 

The person who arranged these programs was Arthur E. Bear, the club’s European
Representative.  Wartime circumstances would cause the ISWC to close down in the U.S. in
1943, and the club’s May bulletin of that year was its last.  Following the war, however, in 1946,
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the ISWC was reinvented in the U.K. by Arthur Bear, who became the well-known face of the
club for over three decades.  

Good news for SWLs was that special QSLs were issued for both of the broadcasts
referenced above.   Whether there were other ISWC special QSLs over EAQ is not known.

EAQ was a popular, well-heard station, and issued many good-looking QSLs.
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1.  For more on the IBC, see Crossing the Ether:  British Public Service Radio and Commercial
Competition 1922–1945 (Eastleigh, England: John Libbey, 2006), and Keith Wallis, And the
World Listened: The Biography of Captain Leonard F. Plugge, a Pioneer of Commercial Radio
(Tiverton, Devon, England: Kelly, 2008).

2.  From the CD accompanying Crossing the Ether, above.  Transmitting station not stated.
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